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in something extraordinary, nickolas atherton plays a paranoid
filmmaker who films his own life and then mysteriously dies of a heart

attack, creating his own film version of rashomon to see who was
really to blame. an upcoming double feature with nicholas atherton's
the strangers will be announced soon. in 1999, kogo's film director,
aki kaurismaki, made a jocular satire of the feckless, self-centered
director, the hero who is bent on making the best film he can make

(even if it means over-intellectualizing a simple story and shooting in
a studio). this time, kaurismaki has a somewhat serious, plot-driven

film, which also deals in the sadomasochistic aspects of a
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relationship, of which only one person knows the outcome. rolf stange
and his cast, including elina salo, esther kallio, and jussi lehtisalo, will

return to screen this one this friday. the film is one shot per scene,
which is very risky when youre working with live environments,

particularly a place like port authority, especially considering that
some takes ran up to four minutes; theres one shot in keane, that if it

went even five seconds longer, we would have rolled out of film. -
lodge kerrigan on the making of his 2004 film for slantmagazine the
new 4k restoration of the #nyff42 selection opens this friday in our

theaters. join director lodge kerrigan, lead damian lewis, and
moderater christopher abbott in a q&a following the 6:30pm

screening on saturday, august 20! get tickets at filmlinc.org/keane
passionate, immersive, and impressively performed, by the sea is a

delightful meditation on the fragile bonds that connect us to our
family and friends. in this deeply humanistic film,

mahershalalhashbaz ali (played by the incomparable ali), is a young
man struggling to find a foothold in america. but for all of the film's

tragic humor and poignant drama, by the sea is ultimately an uplifting
work, demonstrating a soul so full of joy that it bursts forth through

every frame. lincoln center proudly presents by the sea, a new
restoration of the title in 35mm and high-definition, and screening in

the walter reade theater on friday, september 30 at 7:00 pm and
sunday, october 2 at 2:00 pm. tickets are $15 and are available at the

walter reade theater box office and at www.lincolncenter.org/films.
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stories like these are entertainment, and the audience takes the
magic of the cinema and transforms it into something that can be

experienced in a different way; such an exciting combination of art,
technology and creativity can be very successful. and that is one of
the things that the cinema has become.the other type of 3d glasses

youll find are passive, such as the lg electronics ag-f210 lg cinema 3d
glasses, which rely on the kind of polarized lenses you may have used
when you first saw a film like avatar in 3d. lg also offers clip-on type

passive 3d glasses that can be used with prescription glasses.
another type of passive 3d glasses is the red/blue anaglyph kind that
gopro provides to watch 3d videos shot with a gopro 3d system on a

computer or anaglyph compatible 3d tv. in general, passive 3d
glasses are less expensive and lighter than active models, though

some viewers claim to experience a more immersive 3d experience
through the active 3d glasses. lodge kerrigan is an artist, writer and

filmmaker. his credits include commando, keane, saved, clean
billionaire, paris texas, texas sailboat movie, more cameras, the end

of violence, first love lasting, the texas chainsaw massacre, the
documentary blood, among others. he has served as a juror of the

american film festival, tribeca film festival, and various international
film festivals and is the recipient of numerous awards including

sundance film festival audience award, independent spirit award, and
bafta. lodge is a professor at nyu, and serves as the artistic director of
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the on location/off camera film festival at the steppenwolf theatre
company in chicago. the new 4k restoration of the #nyff42 selection

opens this friday in our theaters. join director lodge kerrigan, lead
damian lewis, and moderator christopher abbott in a q&a following

the 6:30pm screening on saturday, august 20! get tickets at
filmlinc.org/keane 5ec8ef588b
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